
Chapter 1

From Isolated Words to
Unconstrained Documents:
Bringing Handwriting
Recognition to the Meeting
Room1

1.1 Introduction

The earliest handwriting recognition approaches date back to the eighties,
when the first attempts of automatically recognizing handwritten words were
proposed, e.g., in Mori et al. (1984), Burr (1983), or Bozinovic and Srihari
(1989). However, it is only in the mid nineties that the domain takes off
thanks to two main factors (Vinciarelli, 2002): on one hand, the diffusion
of cheap image acquisition and storage technologies that made it possible
to perform experiments on large databases of handwritten material. On the
other hand, the extensive use of handwriting recognition tasks (in particular
the automatic transcription of handwritten digits) in the machine learning
community (Le Cun et al., 1990; Cortes and Vapnik, 1995).

While not being aimed at the improvement of handwriting recognition
technologies - digit recognition was adopted because it was a challenging task
for pattern recognition techniques - machine learning works still contributed
significantly in terms of methodology. Initially, the focus of handwriting
research was on two application domains, namely the recognition of town
names in handwritten postal addresses and the transcription of bank-check
amounts written in letters (Plamondon and Srihari, 2000).

The two tasks above dominated handwriting recognition research for at

1This chapter was written by Alessandro Vinciarelli.
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least a decade (1995-2005). The main reason was probably that involved
lexica - the lists of possible transcriptions for the handwritten data - were
small enough to allow satisfactory performances (10-1000 words). In other
words, a-priori constraints on the possible transcriptions of the data were
tight enough to make the tasks possible while still being challenging. Fur-
thermore, it was possible to combine the recognition of the words with the
recognition of associated handwritten digits (the zip codes for the postal
addresses and the amount written in digits for the bank-checks). In this
way, the performances could quickly achieve levels sufficient for real-world
applications. Not surprisingly, it is in this period (1995-2000) that some
of the most important companies selling handwriting recognition products
were born like, e.g., Vision Objects2, A2iA3, Abbyy4, etc.

IM2 handwriting efforts started at the birth of the NCCR (2002) as a
continuation of pre-existing activities of two partners (Idiap and the Uni-
versity of Bern). Given the large amount of work done on the recognition of
words in the previous years, it was difficult to achieve any significant progress
on the two areas mentioned above (or any other application domain involv-
ing the recognition of isolated words). Hence, IM2 efforts targeted since
the beginning the shift from the recognition of isolated words to the tran-
scription of texts. The need for such a step was widely recognized in the
handwriting community. Furthermore, the recognition of texts was a cru-
cial need in a meeting scenario where participants take notes and minutes.
However at least two problems were challenging for the state-of-the-art of
the time, namely the adoption of lexica two order of magnitude larger than
those used until that moment (from 100 to 50000 words), and the modeling
of word sequences rather than isolated words.

IM2 efforts started with the collection of large databases of handwritten
texts (no data of this type was available) and continued with the adaptation
of continuous speech recognition technologies to handwritten data. Prelim-
inary works (in collaboration between Idiap and the University of Bern)
appeared in 2003 (Vinciarelli et al., 2003) and reached their maturity in the
following years (Vinciarelli et al., 2004; Zimmermann et al., 2006). As a side
product, it became possible to address problems that were simply not acces-
sible before like, e.g., the application of indexing, retrieval and categorization
approaches to handwritten texts (Vinciarelli, 2005a,b), the understanding
of witheboard notes (Liwicki and Bunke, 2008) and, more in general, the
automatic processing of handwritten documents (Grosicki et al., 2009).

The rest of this paper outlines the contributions of IM2 in more de-
tail: Section 1.2 presents the offline handwriting recognition problem, Sec-
tion 1.3 describes the main steps in the shift from word to text recognition,

2http://www.visionobjects.com
3http://www.a2ia.com/Web Bao/HOMEPAGE-Eng.aspx
4http://www.abbyy.com
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Section 1.4 shows the most important effects of such a step and the final
Section 1.5 draws some conclusions.

1.2 Offline Word Recognition

Offline handwriting recognition is the automatic transcription of handwrit-
ten data available as static images (hence the name “offline”). Unlike the
case of online handwriting recognition, any information about the trajec-
tory of the pen is missing and the temporal order of the ink strokes is
unknown (Plamondon and Srihari, 2000). The most important steps of the
recognition process are shown in Figure 1.1. The goal of the preprocessing is
to convert input data into a format suitable for further analysis, namely bi-
nary images where the handwritten words are the foreground. In some cases,
input data is naturally available in such a format (e.g., literary manuscripts
where the text was written on white paper). In other cases, it is neces-
sary to perform operations like the binarization (automatic thresholding of
pixel intensities so that background and foreground become white and black,
respectively), the removal of background textures (particularly frequent in
the case of bank-checks), the removal of spots or deteriorations (typical in
historical documents), etc.

At the end of the preprocessing, the data undergoes the normalization,
i.e. the removal of slant, inclination of the strokes supposed to be verti-
cal, and slope, inclination of the word with respect to the horizontal direc-
tion (Vinciarelli and Luettin, 2001). A normalized word is expected to be
horizontal and both ascendents and descendents, long strokes supposed to
be vertical in letters like “d” or “g”, actually appear to be vertical. While
not being supported by any theoretic justification, the normalization was
extensively shown to significantly improve the performance of any recogni-
tion system (Vinciarelli and Luettin, 2001). The main reason is probably
that this step removes variability due to indvidual handwriting style and
not to the words being written.

Even though the temporal order of the strokes is not available, it is still
possible to assume that the spatial distribution of the foreground pixels ac-
counts for the temporal sequence of the strokes. In other words, the more
a stroke is on the right hand side of an image, the later it has probably
been written. Hence, handwritten data are typically represented with se-
quences of feature vectors extracted from word fragments isolated during
the segmentation. In some cases, the segments are isolated with an explicit
approach, i.e. an attempt to identify atomic elements that, like phonemes in
case of speech, compose any possible character (Bozinovic and Srihari, 1989;
Mohamed and Gader, 1996). In other cases, the segmentation is implict, i.e.
the observations are extracted at regular steps from an area of predefined
width typically called window (Vinciarelli and Luettin, 2000).
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Figure 1.1: General scheme of an Offline Word Recognition system.

At the last step, the recognition, the observation sequence is matched
with every entry of a lexicon, the list of allowed transcriptions. When the
segmentation is implict, the matching is typically performed with Hidden
Markov Models (or other probability distributions defined over sequential
data), when the segmentation is explicit, the most frequent matching ap-
proach is Dynamic Programming. Some early approaches include a lexicon
reduction step that aims at removing entries incompatible with the “shape”
of the handwritten word. For example, the word “Lloyd” in Figure 1.1 has
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three ascendents and one descendent. Hence, any word that does not in-
clude the same features should be removed from the lexicon (Zimmermann
and Mao, 1999).

1.3 From Word to Text Recognition

At the moment IM2 starts, state-of-the-art systems have the structure pre-
sented in Section 1.2, with minor variations between one case and the other.
The large majority of the works revolves around the recognition of town
names in handwritten postal addresses or the transcription of bank-check
amounts written in words. In both cases, there is no need for large lexica
because a-priori information tightly constrains allowed transcriptions: in the
case of postal addresses, the zip code (recognized automatically) limits the
number of possible towns between 10 and 1000, with the latter value reached
only rarely. In the case of bank-checks, 20-30 lexicon entries are sufficient,
depending on the language. Furthermore, for security reasons only amounts
up to a certain value are processed automatically and this further limits the
size of the lexicon (e.g., no more than 10, 000 Dollars in the United States).

The earliest attempts to move towards the recognition of unconstrained
texts were still based on the hypothesis that each word can be recognized
separately (the difficulty of segmenting texts into words was never taken
into account) like, e.g., in Senior and Robinson (1998). Moreover, since no
language-models were adopted, it was not possible to use lexica larger than
1000 words, not enough for the recognition of realistic unconstrained texts.
It is at this point that two crucial resources available in IM2 make it possible
to move from the recognition of words to the recognition of texts, namely the
speech recognition expertise available at Idiap, in particular for what con-
cerns decoding techniques and statistical language modeling (Moore et al.,
2006), and the first databases of unconstrained handwritten texts collected
at Idiap and at the University of Bern (Marti and Bunke, 2002).

1.3.1 The Data

The first, publicly available database of handwritten texts - the “Cambridge”
database - was collected at the in the mid nineties and it was the transcrip-
tion of a document from the Brown Corpus, a collection of texts supposed to
be representative of standard written English, Senior and Robinson (1998).
In this respect, the corpus was a novelty with respect to the data used un-
til that moment. However, it was relatively small (353 lines) and, most
importantly, it included samples by one writer only.

Hence, the first, real corpus of handwritten texts was the “IAM ” database,
a collection of 928 lines written by roughly 400 persons (transcriptions of
documents belonging to the “Lancaster Oslo Bergen” Corpus), Marti and
Bunke (2002). The IAM database made it possible for the first time to work
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on realistic, unconstrained texts collected with linguistically oriented crite-
ria. In this way, it was possible for the first time, at least in the handwriting
community, to include statistical language modeling in the recognition pro-
cess.

Later, another corpus, the “Reuters” database, was collected at Idiap
with the purpose of going beyond the symple recognition of texts and to
perform content analysis as well. In particular, the data collected at Idiap
(803 lines written by a single individual) were transcriptions of the Reuters
Corpus, a collection of digital texts aimed at text categorization and infor-
mation retrieval. This collection was important not only to develop hand-
writing recognition approaches, but also to develop handwritten document
processing techniques (see Section 1.4), Vinciarelli (2005a).

1.3.2 Decoding Techniques and Language Modeling

The recognition of handwritten texts posed two challenges that were virtu-
ally unknown in the handwriting community, the adoption of statistical lan-
guage models and the development of efficient decoding techniques capable
of dealing with large search spaces. It is at this stage that the collaboration
within IM2 gave the most important results for handwriting. In fact, IM2
speech researchers were familiar with both problems and did not hesitate
to share their expertise and resources. This made it possible to complete
the first recognizer of unconstrained texts in a relatively short time and to
publish the first, important results in a mere two years after IM2 started
(see below).

For what concerns the language models, the choice was to adopt N -
grams, statistical models that estimate the probability of a word sequence
W = w1, . . . , wT as follows (Rosenfeld, 1996; Katz, 1987):

p(W ) =
T∏

k=1

p(wk|wk−1, . . . , wk−N+1), (1.1)

where N , the order of the model, is usually 2 or 3 depending in the amount
of available text training data. While not including any linguistic knowledge
(N -grams can be applied to any sequence of symbols belonging to a finite
set), N -grams were the most effective language models available and, most
importantly, they were easy to plug in decoding techniques.

The decoding can be thought of as the search of the path that better
matches the handwritten data (represented as a sequence of vectors as ex-
plained in Section 1.2) in a search space. In the handwriting case, the latter
is the space of all sequences of word models, where each model is typically a
HMM. This latter estimates the probability of a certain sequence of feature
vectors being extracted from a certain word. The main challenge is that
the search space can be very large: if the lexicon includes L entries and a
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sentence contains T words, then the number of possible word sequences -
hence, the number of possible paths - is V T , a very high number even for
limited values of V and T .

In the same period as handwriting researchers were moving from the
recognition of words to the recognition of texts, the Idiap speech group
was developing Juicer, a decoding approach based on Weighted Finite State
Transducers, the state-of-the-art at that moment (Moore et al., 2006). The
major advantage of Juicer was that it allowed transcriptions of the data
based on units different from phonemes. This made it possible to apply the
decoder to the handwriting problem and to perform the first experiments
aimed at the recognition of handwritten texts.

1.3.3 Experiments

The experiments built upon technology developed at Idiap since 1999 and
addressing all aspects of handwriting recognition, from normalization (Vin-
ciarelli and Luettin, 2001), to feature extraction (Camastra and Vinciarelli,
2001, 2003; Vinciarelli and Bengio, 2002a), to statistical modeling of ob-
servation sequences (Vinciarelli and Luettin, 2000; Vinciarelli and Bengio,
2002b). The decoding technologies developed in the speech group made it
possible to complete the recognition process in view of the automatic tran-
scription of texts. The results were published between 2003 and 2004 in
two papers that are still today cited frequently in the literature (more than
200 citations in total at the moment this paper is being written). All cor-
pora mentioned in Section 1.3.1 were used for the tests resulting into one
of the most extensive eperimentations performed until that moment in the
handwriting community (Vinciarelli et al., 2003, 2004).

The experiments aimed at measuring the recognition rate as a function
of three main parameters, namely the presence or the absence of a language
model, the order ofthe language model (when used) and the size of the lex-
icon. The results are plotted in Figure 1.2 and show how the adoption of
a language model increases, to a statistically significant extent, the perfor-
mance of the recognizer. On the other hand, the difference between models
of different order is not large. The reason is that handwritten texts were
recognized, at least in the experiments presented in the paper, line by line.
Since an average handwritten line contained between 6 and 9 words, only
a limited fraction of the data (between 50 and 66%) could actually benefit
from an increased order of the model.

One of the most impressive differences with respect to the state-of-the-
art was the size of the lexica. Before the adoption of language models, it was
hardly possible to go above 100 words while the experiments in Vinciarelli
et al. (2004) were performed using lexica including up to 5 · 104 entries.
Unconstained texts were way more challenging than any data considered
before (addresses and bank-checks), but language models provided a-priori
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Figure 1.2: Accuracy over Cambridge, IAM abd Reuters database.

information sufficiently constraining to allow the use of very large lexica.

1.4 From Text to Documents

Recognizing texts rather than words opened the way towards a further im-
provement of the state-of-the-art, that is the processing of entire handwritten
documents and, in particular, the application of indexing and retrieval tech-
niques commonly applied to digital texts. The main question was whether
text processing techniques were sufficiently robust to deal with handwriting
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recognition errors.
Idiap efforts concentrated on two main problems: handwritten document

retrieval and handwritten document categorization. In the former task, the
goal is to identify documents relevant to a user query out of a database of
available texts. In the latter case, the goal is to assign each document to
one or more predefined categories. In this endeavour as well, research on
handwriting benefited from expertise available in IM2. In particular, spoken
document retrieval activities carried out at Idiap in a European project5

helped to shape the first experiments in handwritten document retrieval.
Results on speech were showing that high error rates (up to 50%) did not
have major effect on the performance of retrieval technologies. Hence, the
same result was likely to be observed for handwritten data as well.

The results along this line of research were published between 2004 and
2005 and substantially confirmed the experiments performed on spoken doc-
uments (Vinciarelli, 2005a,b). While the recognition rate was low (less than
50% in some cases), the decrease in categorization and retrieval performances
with respect to a manual, error free transcription of the data was negligible.
This activity this did not result only in papers and publications, but also in
a workshop organized for several years by IBM6 and a large French project
aimed at collecting a database of several thousands of handwritten letters7.
In both cases, the organizers explicitly recognized the influence of the Idiap
contributions on the design of their respective initiatives.

1.5 Conclusions

This article has outlined the handwriting activities conducted at Idiap in
the framework of IM2. The adoption of meeting based scenarios has helped
to make a significant step with respect to the state-of-the-art of the time,
namely the shift from the recognition of isolated words to the recognition
of unconstrained texts. Such an important breakthrough has been made
possible by the collaboration between different IM2 sites, in particular Idiap
and the University of Bern. In this respect, the role of IM2 as a facilitator of
interdiscplinary exchanges has been crucial. In the years that followed the
latest IM2 contributions to handwriting (2005 to present), the community
has moved towards the application of handwriting technologies to different
real-world domains. Nowadays, experiments are performed over handwritten
notes collected at meetings or in the classroom, data written on whiteboards,
mathematical equations, musical scores, etc. In parallel, a few companies
have made of handwriting recognition their core business and capitalize on
the work done in the scientific community to endow machines with the ability

5http://spandh.dcs.shef.ac.uk/projects/thisl/overview-oct98/
6The AND workshop: https://sites.google.com/site/and2010workshop/.
7Rimes Project: http://rimes.it-sudparis.eu
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of reading handwritten information (Vision Objects, Abbyy, A2ia, etc.).
Current research in handwriting recognition is still inspired by speech

recognition like, e.g., the extensive works on the application of tri-phones
(applied to letters rather than to phonemes) in Bianne-Bernard et al. (2011).
In this respect as well, IM2 seems to have played a pioneering role. On the
other hand, debates on whether handwriting is still a necessary skill when
portable devices allow one to easily write with a keyboard are taking place8.
Therefore, it is difficult to imagine for how long handwriting recognition will
still be a topic of interest in the scientific community. From this point of
view, it should be noted that many people predicted the end of books (and
any form of printed information) when the web started to pervade our lifes.
Roughly twenty years after, books are still being printed and produced in
increasing quantities, then the end of handwriting might still be very far.

8http://www.wisegeek.com/should-people-still-use-cursive-writing.htm
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